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Meet MEEET’s souvenir vending machines—
A creative shopping experience in Macao

Macao’s e-sports
industry about to take off

　　E-sports are booming, and now it can be a sport and a profession. In recent years, 

this wave has swept Macao and it is more likely to become a new industry to promote 

the integration of Macao’s cultural industry and smart city. In Feature, local e-sports 

player, directors from the Macao E-Sports Federation and 178Esports are invited to 

share their view on the development of e-sports in Macao and explore the local 

e-sports industry.

　　A film exhibition with cultural background and international vision is an important 

platform for cultural exchange and can provide an opportunity for the development of 

the film industry. In Extravaganza, the operation of the China and Portuguese-speaking 

Countries Film Festival is reported. In addition, the producer of the opening film Wrath 

of Silence, Song Wen as well as local young director Chao Koi Wang, will come on 

stage and share, from the perspective of a filmmaker, how film festivals can help 

filmmakers grow and develop. The souvenir vending machines produced by MEEET 

Macao was launched in the market for less than a year, but they have set up several 

outlets in Macao. It provides a souvenir shopping experience that combines creativity 

and colour aesthetics. In Brand Story, two founders of this project, Miquelina Hoi and 

Ken Ho are invited to introduce this souvenir vending machine. 

　　As usual, our bloggers share their views and news of the creative industries around 

the world in Blogs, bringing latest cultural and creative information to readers.

Wrath

of Silence

Cultural exchange on the movie screens—
The China and Portuguese-speaking Countries Film Festival

Exchange on the movie screens—
What is the significance of film festivals?
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By Hazel Ma　Photo courtesy of Wong Chi Kin, Gary Wong and interviewees

　　In recent years, e-sports is becoming increasingly popular in Macao. Video games are no longer just an entertainment for gamers, they 
have also become career opportunities as the e-sports industry gains momentum. Playing video games professionally now boasts a lot of 
potential. The Macao government has launched initiatives to develop cultural and creative industry and build Macao as a smart city. Powered 
by the Internet, e-sports is an emerging industry that can help integrate both development directions. In this issue, we have invited local 
e-sports player, directors from the Macau E-Sports Federation and 178Esports to give us some ideas of Macao’s e-sports industry and the 
local market.

Macao’s e-sports
industry about to take off
Macao’s e-sports
industry about to take off



　　“Don’t just play video games all day! It’s not good for your future.” This is exactly what parents would say to their 
children when they play video games. But today, playing video games has actually become a profession. Professional players 
are now well-known celebrities and potential Olympics participants. The e-sports industry is gaining momentum, accumulating 
a market value of over billions. When e-sports became a craze in other regions, Macao also saw the opportunity and started 
to brew its own e-sports industry. Macau E-Sports Federation, founded by its current president Mario Ho and a group of 
like-minded in April this year, aims to build a platform for local young adults to provide them with opportunities.

Serving as a bridge between the East and the West

　　According to Ho, although Macao started late in developing e-sports when compared with Hong Kong and mainland China, the small 
city still has its own unique advantages. Whether it’s Macao’s convenient visa process, cultural background, and its rich experience in hosting 
international fairs, are competitive elements that can appeal to e-sports clubs and teams to participate in competitions held in Macao. In 
addition to that, Macao’s high-end resorts and its status as a City of Gastronomy recognised by UNESCO will prove to be useful in attracting 
e-sports resources.

　　As an international city where the East meets the West, Macao can serve as a bridge for the e-sports industry of the two sides. “We should 
play the international card and become a bridge that connects the market in mainland China to the international market,” Ho said, pointing out 
that Macao can help professional e-sports teams from mainland China enter international tournaments and help international organisations 
enter mainland’s gigantic market as the e-sports industry in mainland China focuses on developing clubs, e-sports event operation and 
nurturing players.

Mario Ho

Cross-sector collaboration draws attention

　　Since its founding in April, Macao E-Sports Federation has reached strategic 
cooperation agreements with multiple organisations while hosting several events in 
Macao, including the 2018 Macao E-Sports Carnival held in mid-June that invited top 
teams from mainland to compete in popular games like Honour of Kings and 
Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds. From Ho’s perspective, the carnival had gained Macao 
some reputation in the Guangdong-HK-Macao Bay Area and that some of the innovations 
can be passed down. For instance, the carnival invited a few film stars to play in the carnival 
for entertainment. Through cross-sector collaboration, the carnival aimed to appeal to a 
grander audience that might not be familiar with e-sports.

　　Starting from next year, Macau E-Sports Federation will host at least two international 
e-sports events every year. Additionally, the federation will also organise seminars and 
conferences for e-sports teams and game developers to exchange ideas, aiming to 
facilitate opportunities for young adults interested in e-sports in Macao. Furthermore, the 
federation has planned to organise an e-sports competition in the Guangdong-HK-Macao 
Bay Area at the year end or early next year to encourage exchange between different 
professional players in the bay area.

The 2018 Macao E-Sports Carnival is a major e-sports event held in June this year

Hong Kong film star Shawn Yue attended
the carnival as a guest 

Macao E-Sports Federation established partnership
with several organisations

Participating players enjoying the joy of victory

Mario Ho played with e-sports players at the carnival

All you need to know is how to play games?

　　What is the difference between playing games casually and professionally? Ho gave out his simple definition: It depends whether you 
are playing games for entertainment or for your career. “E-sports is not much difference from traditional sports. It’s very hard to become 
a professional player. For instance, even if I am in UK and I know how to play soccer, it doesn’t mean I can become a member of Manchester 
United Football Club Youth Teams or the Reserves, and eventually qualify to play the Premier League. E-sports is the same. Without 
professional skills and proper training, you won’t be able to enter e-sports,” Ho explained. 

　　Ho has been a gamer since he was a kid. But it wasn’t until he started his entrepreneurship in mainland China after graduating from 
college that he encountered e-sports. During his entrepreneurial journey, he met a number of game developers, e-sports stars, and 
e-sports club directors. He then gradually developed the idea of establishing an e-sports organisation in Macao. “We felt like we should 
have the responsibility to contribute something back to Macao when we have these resources in our hands and help Macao’s e-sports 
industry thrive,” Ho said. Educating the older generation

　　According to the 2018 China E-Sports Sector Report released by Tencent and many 
other organisations, the number of e-sports users in mainland China has reached over 300 
million, contributing to a market scale of RMB8.48 billion. Last year, the Olympic Council of 
Asia officially listed e-sports as a sport in the 2022 Hangzhou Asian Games. However, many 
people still hold a bias perception of e-sports, equaling e-sports to game addiction. Ho 
stated that educating the older generation will be a key focus for the federation in the future. 
The Macau E-Sports Federation will cooperate with the education bureau and host seminars in 
schools so as to help parents and students know better about e-sports. “I think the misconception 
about e-sports originated from the older generation, or our parents’ generation. So, it’s essential 
for us to educate them about e-sports,” Ho said.
　　
　　“Macao’s e-sports industry will take off. We just need some time to make it happen,” 
Ho said with confidence.
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Macao E-Sports Federation:
building a platform for e-sports lovers
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building a platform for e-sports lovers

Macao E-Sports Federation’s current president 

Honour of Kings
Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds

2018 China E-Sports Sector Report



E-sports is a money-making machine

　　Many people can’t differentiate between playing games professionally and casually because they 
haven’t started treating gaming as a competitive sport instead of leisure, said Chiu. In simple words, your 
mentality is different when you are playing professionally. “In fact, e-sports players can cash in through 
multiple channels, such as advertising and livestreaming,” Chiu said, explaining professional players’ 
income source and career potential. “In general, e-sports players sign contracts with an agent. It’s similar 
to Internet celebrities.”

　　A lot of people think that e-sports players enjoy a rather short professional career. The prime time for 
professional players is from 16 years old to 20 years old. After reaching 20 years old, professional players’ 
reflex will start to decline as their ability to have full control over their hands will fall. However, Chiu has a 
different opinion on this. “I believe this theory is only half right, because there are different types of 
e-sports competitions. We also have card games which do not require a high command of their hands. In 
that case, the older the players are, or let’s say, more experienced, the better they can be,” Chiu said.

Inspired by world champions

　　Chiu started playing games when he was little. But playing games for fun and playing games 
professionally are two different stories. Chiu was inspired by a legendary team from Taiwan when they 
claimed the world championship. That was the moment he decided to enter e-sports.

　　Chiu recalled that at that time e-sports just started to emerge in Asia. He felt empowered when he 
witnessed an e-sports team from Asia was able to break into world championship and eventually became 
world champion. From that moment he was inspired to become a professional player. Chiu’s e-sports 
journey hasn’t been smooth. First, he encountered opposition from his families. “At first they were against 
the idea. But I talked to them with patience. Eventually they decided to give me two years to try. If it doesn’t 
work out for me, I will go back to school,” Chiu said. “Now I am a full-time professional player with a 
monthly salary of MOP 12,000. I have eight to nine hours of training every day. I also need to train in 
professional venues and prepare for competitions. It’s not different from other normal jobs.”

Macao still lacks a professional team

　　A lot of e-sports players around the world enjoy a very decent income and lots 
of career potential, which definitely making e-sports player a dream job for many 
people. But what is the actual situation for the e-sports players in Macao? From 
Chiu’s perspective, Macao’s e-sports industry is still on the rise, which results in the 
fact that many interested talents who want to become a professional e-sports player 
can’t find jobs with stable income. At present, accomplished players are active in 
mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. “Right now, the most difficult thing is that 
we don’t have a stable team that represents Macao. Macao’s e-sports is developing 
at a slow pace and therefore we don’t have mature infrastructure. Most of the times 
when we go to e-sports competitions in other regions we would need to cover the 
transportation and accommodation expenses by ourselves. And it is uncertain 
whether we can succeed or not. But most importantly, Macao needs a representing 
team. Or else it’s hard to attract young people to join,” Chiu said.
 
　　Many organisations in Macao have been active in hosting competitions in the 
city. But from Chiu’s opinion, there are both advantages and disadvantages to it 
because there are many international tournaments that can attract tourists while 
such tournaments do not really attract local players to participate. In other words, 
these tournaments are not encouraging local talents to enter into e-sports.

Nurturing local players is crucial to future development

　　Although it’s not easy for the e-sports industry to take off, Chiu still holds a positive 
attitude towards the industry’s development in the city because of the advantages Macao 
enjoys. “Macao’s strength lies in the abundant resources of venues and hotels, which are great 
for hosting major international events,” he said. The fact is that Macao has a lot of quality 
facilities for e-sports, but it takes more than that to make e-sports competitions an industry. 
“We are having a generation gap issue in Macao. We don’t have young players to follow in the 
steps of their predecessors,” Chiu said, believing that Macao can learn from Hong Kong and 
Taiwan and set up e-sports courses for nurturing future talents.

　　“It’s actually not that hard to follow your dream,” Chiu said, encouraging people interested 
in becoming a professional player. “You just need to take the first step. Then success is not far 
away.”

　　Local e-sports player Chiu Hong Lok entered the e-sports industry right after graduating from high school. During his 
five-year professional career, he had played in many e-sports competitions in Macao, mainland China and Hong Kong, 
claiming quite a few championships. Last year, he even participated in World Cyber Games, breaking into quarterfinal 
representing Macao. He is one of the best professional players Macao has offered. Despite his own achievements, Chiu 
believes that Macao’s e-sports industry is still in its early phase and doesn’t have a team of Macao that can truly represent 
the city.

Chiu Hong Lok
E-sports player from Macao

E-sports players receiving training at their training venue

Macao has advantage in hosting large scale e-sports
competitions because the city has a pool of adequate venues 0706

League of Legends and Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds are
the recent popular e-sports games

Chiu Hong Lok (second on the right) representing
Macao at e-sports events with his teammates
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we need a team to represent Macao 
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we need a team to represent Macao 

League of Legends Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds
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　　According to digital content agency Limelight Networks’ report, young American adults now spend more time on 
watching e-sports than traditional sports. The establishment of Macao E-Sports Federation in April this year signified that 
e-sports has penetrated the mainstream society of Macao and Hong Kong. 178Esports, Macao’s very first e-sports centre 
featuring maids, also emerged in the city during this time. 178 was operated by Keith Law and Jay Cheang. They are going 
to share their take on the e-sports industry. The e-sports centre is called 178 because it sounds similar to “together” in 
Mandarin, Law explained. That’s exactly the core meaning of e-sports. “E-sports is not about individualism. It’s about team 
spirit and cooperation. We play together,” Law said.

Jay CheangKeith Law

178Esports offers computers geared towards e-sports events, allowing gamers to fully enjoy the gaming experience.

Keith and Jay are performing their “football skills” in e-sports 0908

178Esports is the first e-sports centre in
Macao to integrate maid culture

The maids were cheering for the gamers

178Esports is full of passion and love
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Maid culture as a feature

　　The maid culture from Japan has swept through the globe. But it has not penetrated Macao’s market 
yet. 178Esports grasped the opportunity and features maid culture in its e-sports venue. “E-sports and the 
maid culture are important part of the Otaku culture. You can always find cosplayers in game shows. So 
we want to attract both male gamers and female gamers to the e-sports experience centre through such 
culture,” Law and Cheang said.

　　However, it was hard for them to kickstart their business. When they were preparing to open 178, they 
found it difficult to hire maids. “Job hunters that were interested would come and ask if we were just opening 
a maid café. Later we were able to find the right candidates thanks to the help of our friends,” Law said. “The 
maids here are mostly top players of Honour of Kings and cosplayers.”

178Esports: 
the very first e-sports experience
centre in Macao

178Esports: 
the very first e-sports experience
centre in Macao

178Esports: 
the very first e-sports experience
centre in Macao

Not an ordinary net café 

　　Opened in December 2017, 178 has been in the business for over half a year. But residents in Macao 
are not really familiar with e-sports experience centre. “Our target audience is the white collars. Our 
e-sports centre pays attention to service and building an environment that is comfortable and cozy,” Law 
and Cheang said, explaining what 178 offers. 178 is the first e-sports centre featuring maid culture. The 
centre is operated like a private club, with mobile gaming section, VIP rooms, PC section, and high-end PC 
section. “We have an initial investment of around one million patacas. The first month we garnered 2,000 
members. I think our popularity in the market has a lot to do with our high-end positioning in the e-sports 
service sector. There aren’t many competitors in the local market yet,” Cheang said.

　　“Our maids will team up with our customers and play games with them. We also have regular 
professional players stationed in the centre. We have strategic game like Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds. 
There are lot to consider when playing this game, for example the way you navigate your way and how 
you hold your gun, etc. Our professional players can provide guidance for our customers. They are just like 
personal trainers in the gym. Other net cafés do not have such services,” Law further illustrated. 

Operation direction of the E-sports centres

　　At present, Macao does not have a complete industrial chain of e-sports. This is 
especially problematic when e-sports is not officially listed as a sport and playing games is 
still perceived as a bad behaviour in Macao. This deters young people from entering the 
industry. “Let’s look at livestream commentators for example. Earlier we had a 
Taiwan-HK-Macao Exchange Competition on Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds. And we 
didn’t see any professional commentator coming from Macao that was as professional as 
those of Hong Kong’s,” Cheang added.

　　“In Shanghai and Shenzhen, the hourly charge of a net café can vary from RMB20 to 
RMB50. And it’s hard to get a seat! Our charge is around MOP20 per hour. At present, our 
business is running well. We have achieved balance in cost and revenue because we don’t 
have a big investment. So we have earned back all our investment in six months. Besides, 
we regularly cooperate with the Macao E-Sports Profession Organisation. The result has 
been great. We have discovered many e-sports players,” Law and Cheang said.

The advantages and disadvantages of Macao’s e-sports

　　Despite the small city scale, Macao’s e-sports industry has a lot of potential. “Macao is 
the Las Vegas in Asia. It has the capacity to host regional and international competitions. At 
present, major e-sports competitions tour around different places. So relatively speaking, 
Macao is rich in relevant infrastructure as the city is home to many venues and hotel.” the 
pair said. When asked about the supporting resources from the local government, Law 
stated: “Recognition is the most important thing for the industry in driving the development 
of e-sports since players need to feel like they are recognised as professional players by the 
public and the industry.” Cheang added that e-sports players are not recognised as sports 
players yet and therefore they do not receive government subsidy. “Many players have to pay 
for themselves. Some of them have already gone to Taiwan for better opportunities. Many of 
these players have the potential to become major stars, but they gradually leave the e-sports 
circle because of the lack of recognition.”

Director of 178Esports Director of 178Esports

Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds

Honour of Kings
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Souvenirs vary from selling sites

　　There are over one hundred different souvenirs that are being sold on vending 
machines. MEEET will select souvenirs for vending machines in different sites based on 
the visitor profiling, such as consumers’ preference and consumption power, etc. “The 
Macao Tower has a lot of visitors from different visitor groups. So we have set up 
several vending machines there, providing visitors with a more comprehensive selection 
of souvenirs,” Ken said. “At the Fisherman's Wharf on the other hand we have only one 
vending machine there. We selected souvenirs of Our Lady of Penha Chapel for the 
vending machine, which resonate with the romantic environment in that area.”

　　Since MEEET has lowered the business space rental cost and labour cost, its 
products are priced within an attractive range. For instance, a postcard is only priced 
around MOP10 while the most expensive item costs around MOP75. “The computer will 
automatically record the sales of the vending machines. Statistics show that from 
November last year to date our vending machines sell 3,000 to 5,000 products on average 
per month,” Miquelina said.

Exquisite Macao heritage souvenirs

The vending machines on display at 2017 Macao 
Shopping Festival got a lot of attention

Red and green colour matching products bring out 
Chinese and Western cultural charm

Distribution

New products draw attention to Macao’s natural environment

　　MEEET hasn’t achieved profitability yet, but according to Miquelina’s estimates, the 
brand will be able to achieve balance in cost and revenue in October this year. “We have 
a seven-digit initial investment for the project,” Miquelina said. “A lot of cultural products 
on the market now only focus on several specific forms, lacking a vision for their brand. 
MEEET does not just sell products. We also tell cultural stories through our products. For 
example, our souvenirs for Drunken Dragon Festival all have introduction of the festival’s 
history, rituals, and some other related cultural information.”

　　At present, MEEET has two series of souvenirs under the themes of world heritage and 
festival. The brand is also planning to roll out souvenirs under the theme of entertainment 
and natural environment. Ken is hoping to raise the public’s awareness of protecting 
Macao’s natural environment through this series of products.

Lowering operation cost is the key

　　Souvenir vending machines’ main purpose is to save money for businesses. This allows 
Ken and Miquelina to invest more resources in the products. “Lowering operation cost 
is the main concern for us. To secure sustainable development we would need to ensure 
that we have enough capital to invest in the right area. This is especially important when 
we only have a limited amount of capital. Renting a business space and interior design 
cost a lot of money. Then we would have a significantly lesser amount of capital to 
invest in product design and marketing,” Ken stated.

　　“At present, all of our vending machines are from other suppliers. We can modify the 
machines according to the products we want to sell,” Miquelina said. Launched in November 
2017, MEEET has rented spaces from other major businesses to set up the vending 
machines, and there have been over 20 machines in Macao so far. Those machines can now 
be found in world heritage sites, shopping centres, and hotels, etc.

Products are what really matter for the brand

　　MEEET was founded by Miquelina Hoi and Ken Ho, who are professional talents with years 
of working experience and expertise. “I am good at design, but good design works with 
adequate marketing. We need Miquelina’s marketing experience to make our business 
feasible,” Ken said, who is in charge of the brand’s design. As the MEEET’s marketing director, 
Miquelina manages every aspect of the business management in addition to marketing, 
including site selection for the vending machines, business plan, market exploration, etc. Ken 
and Miquelina’s different expertise allow MEEET to thrive in Macao.

　　Souvenirs from MEEET are designed with themes of world heritage and festival, aiming to 
display Macao’s unique cultural heritage. “Macao serves 32 million visitors every year, which 
naturally brews a large market for souvenirs. Right now there are quite a few shops that target 
this area of the market, but very few brands actually provide customers with unique products. 
The core reason for this is that only a few businesses would invest resources in product design 
and marketing. This is where MEEET found a breakthrough,” Miquelina said.

　　Recently, a number of colourful vending machines have popped up at some tourist attractions and shopping destinations in Macao. From 

these vending machines, tourists and Macao residents can purchase delicate local souvenirs. These unique vending machines are brought to the 

public by MEEET. MEEET sells souvenirs fused with design themes of world heritage and festival, as well as cultural innovation and colour 

aesthetics, showcasing Macao’s unique culture. After launch, it took these souvenir vending machines less than one year to penetrate several 

areas of Macao. At present, consumers can find souvenir vending machines in many locations.

By Jasper Hou  Photo courtesy of Wong Chi Kin, Gary Wong and interviewees

Macau International Airport 

City of Dreams

Studio City

Macau Tower

Macau Fisherman's Wharf

M Dimensions at Anim’Arte NAM VAN

Livraria Portuguesa (Portuguese Bookstore)

Waldo Hotel Macao
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Sun Star City

Towns Well Hotel

Broadway Macau 

The Venetian Macao─
Boutique Di Gondola & Emporio Di Gondola

Asia Boutique Inn Macau

A creative shopping experience in Macao
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Professional selection by film critics

　　The festival had a professional team to select the films. “We invited 
Joyce Yang, a movie critic and member of the Hong Kong Film Critics 
Society. She has in-depth knowledge on contemporary Chinese movies,” 
Wong explained. “The Chinese movies selected for the festival are very 
down-to-earth. For instance, we have Free and Easy, which is set in a 
deserted village in North China’s snowfield during the post-industrial era. 
The selection of Portuguese movies was partially done by Clarence Tsui. 
Tsui is an experienced film critic. His deep understanding of Portuguese 
movies makes him the perfect choice for this work.”
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By Cleo Lei  Photo courtesy of Wong Chi Kin, Gary Wong and interviewee

Contemporary Chinese and classic Portuguese films

　　The most anticipated part of the festival has been the opening films, 
Wrath of Silence and closing films Aniki-Bóbó and Faina Fluvial‧Working on 
the Labour Douro Rive. Wrath of Silence was directed by the emerging 
Chinese director Xin Yukun, who gained industry recognition for his first work 
The Coffin in the Mountain. Xin has a creative and unique filming style and he 
is a perfect candidate to show the progress of the film industry in mainland 
China. The closing films Aniki-Bóbó and Faina Fluvial‧Working on the Labour 
Douro River were the first feature film and first documentary short film 
directed by Manoel de Oliveira, a renowned director from Portugal. This film 
master has over eighty years of experience in filmmaking. He is a walking 
documentary of the film art as he has been in the industry since the silent film 
era. “We picked Manoel’s very first feature film and documentary for the 
closing of the festival and Xin for the opening to create a contrast between the 
modern and the classic works. We want to provide a special film experience 
for the audience,” Wong explained.

Still from 

Behind the scenes

　　It is no easy task to start a large-scale festival from scratch. In order to bring success to the very first China and Portuguese-speaking 
Countries Film Festival, great efforts were made behind the scenes. “To begin with, we needed to find some curating partners. For example, 
we had Joyce Yang and Clarence Tsui with us. There were also the screening sessions to worry about. We needed to contact the 
production companies and arranged the logistics for the films. It was essential for us to arrange proper logistics,” Wong said, stating 
that the preparation had been extremely important. “After the films arrived, we needed to process them as well. It took us great efforts 
to do so! Some films have complicated formats. Some are digital films and some are 35mm films. There were also films that needed 
further processing like adding English subtitles and previewing. But it was worth the efforts to make it possible for the audience to see 
Macao in different times.”

Opening film Wrath of Silence and Brazilian film Aquarius

Opening ceremony at the Macao Cultural Centre

"Image‧Macao" section brought films that recorded 92 years of
history of Macao to the audience, it was a major success.

One festival, three sections, and 24 Chinese and Portugues films

　　In the “Films in Chinese” section, four contemporary Chinese films were featured. On 
the other hand, there were nine Portuguese films screened at the festival, coming from 
Brazil, Portugal, Cape Verde, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, and South Africa, etc.

　　The film festival’s last section, “Image‧Macao”, collected Portuguese and Chinese 
films produced between 1923 and 2015 by Portuguese directors. These precious films are 
short but from them the audience can get a glimpse of Macao in different eras. Among 
these films, four 35mm documentaries and a short film shot in 1960 were borrowed from 
the Cinemateca Portuguesa-Museu do Cinema, I.P. The five 35mm films in this section’s 
“Special Screening 1” received great popularity from the crowd. The organiser had to add 
more screening sessions before the official screening because of the high demand.

　　When talking about films, blockbusters from the Hollywood are the first things that come to our mind. But little do 

people know that China and Portuguese-speaking regions also have a series of quality productions to offer. The China and 

Portuguese-speaking Countries Film Festival, one of the main events of the very first Chinese and Portuguese cultural fiesta, 

“Encounter in Macao-Arts and Cultural Festival between China and Portuguese-speaking Countries” organised by the 

Cultural Affairs Bureau of Macao, presented 24 Chinese and Portuguese quality films to the city. The film festival was an 

opportunity for Macao residents to know about Portuguese movies and a great platform for Portuguese-speaking 

communities in Macao to learn more about Chinese films. 

　　24 films, included in three sections, were showcased in the film festival: “Films in Chinese”, “Films in Portuguese” and 

“Image‧Macao”. Lectures and after-screening seminars were also held at the festival. The film festival’s curator Rita Wong 

introduced to us the vision and direction of the film festival.

Cultural exchange on the movie screens—

The China and Portuguese-
       speaking Countries Film Festival

Rita Wong

Wrath of Silence Aquarius

Free and Easy

Wrath of Silence Aniki-Bóbó Faina Fluvial‧Working on
the Labour Douro River

The Coffin in the Mountain

Aniki-Bóbó Faina Fluvial‧Working on the Labour
Douro River

Wrath of Silence

Wrath of Silence
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Exchange on the movie screens—
What is the
               significance of film festivals?

　　Film as an art form represents and integrates culture. Many different countries and regions have been investing 
a lot of resources in helping their film industry grow stronger. A film festival that displays regional cultural resources 
and global outlook is no doubt a great opportunity for the film industry in different regions to exchange ideas and 
experiences. But how exactly can we utilise local resources to establish a better platform and environment for 
industry workers to grow? Song Wen, producer of Wrath of Silence and founder of the FIRST International Film 
Festival Xining, and Chao Koi Wang, a local director shared their take on the significance of film festivals to the 
industry workers from the filmmaker’s perspective.

Song Wen

Chao Koi Wang

Getting a glimpse of the film industry in Macao at the festival

　　At the opening ceremony of the film festival, Song mentioned his impression on the 
film festival. He believed that the biggest feature of the China and Portuguese-speaking 
Countries Film Festival is that it facilitates cross cultural exchange, since there were 
films from both China and Portuguese-speaking countries. Local audience was then 
able to see both cultures on screens. “Initially my impression on the film industry in 
Macao was that there were a lot of entertainment elements. In recent years, Macao 
has been increasing its support for film industry exchange events. Now more and 
more millennial directors are showing strong will to produce feature films with 
literature aesthetics. At the FIRST International Film Festival Xining I had also seen 
their presence,” Song said.

　　“The film festival shows that the film market in Macao has a higher and unique 
standard for films in terms of quality and genres. The film festival is very helpful in 
promoting Macao’s film culture to the world market and facilitating cultural 
exchange between China and Portuguese-speaking countries,” Chao said.

Providing a platform for young talents in the film industry

　　Film festivals’ value does not simply lie in the cultural exchange platform it 
creates for different regions. “It is very encouraging to be able to bring our own 
productions to film festivals. The festivals are opportunities for us to get 
exposure and share our works with a public audience. We can also get 
professional feedbacks from seasoned industry veterans and exchange ideas 
with emerging young talents. This allows the market to see the potential of 
rising directors, which is good for directors’ career and their sustainable 
development,” Chao explained. “As a matter of fact, many young filmmakers 
all need a public platform where they can gain momentum and have a say in 
this form of art,” Song added. “They need to gain confidence as artists. To 
achieve that they need a public organisation to give them professional 
reviews, which are artistic recognitions. The film festivals can do that for 
them.”

Looking into the future: more possibilities for the film festival

　　“The core task that a long-term project needs to complete is identifying its 
positioning. Film exhibitions and festivals in Macao can establish a review system and 
encourage exchange among critics from China and Portuguese-speaking countries. 
They can utilise the government’s supporting policies and establish investment fairs 
that provide industry workers with the financial incentives to improve their works. 
Through this, film exhibitions and festivals in Macao can position itself as a cultural 
exchange platform for China and Portuguese-speaking countries,” Song said.

　　Chao revealed that his new work has received funding from the Macao 
government and it is now undergoing initial preparation. Chao’s new work 
features the life stories of the ordinary people in Macao, hoping to spark a 
reflection on people’s value. With the support of the government, Chao wishes 
that more young talents will be inspired to create quality contents to tell the stories of 
Macao to the world.

Building an Asian Rotterdam

　　“We chose Xining because it is far away from the busy areas in China. The 
image of the city matches with film industry workers who need to engage into 
serious art creation activities,” Song said, looking back at the journey FIRST 
International Film Festival Xining had embarked on. Macao is similar to Xining in 
terms of a small population and city size. The two cities’ film industry shares 
similarities in development direction as well. “Macao is an international city 
where the East meets the West. There are also a lot of modern and luxurious 
architecture designs in the city. This makes Macao a great place for producing 
films of different genres. There are also enough venues for hosting film festivals. 
Macao can become the Rotterdam in Asia,” Chao and Song said.

Chao Koi Wang’s Come, the Light received the Best Short
Film award at the FIRST International Film Festival Xining

Chao Koi Wang (first on the right) attended the
after-screening activities of Queens World Film Festival

Still from Chao Koi Wang’s 

Song Wen shared his opinions on film making at the first
session of China and Portuguese-Speaking Countries
Film Festival

Song Wen (first on the left) attended the 7th
FIRST International Film Festival Xining events

Producer of Wrath of Silence
and founder of the FIRST International Film Festival

Local young director

Wrath of Silence

Wrath of Silence

City Maze

Come, the Light
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2018 Subsidy Programme for 
Fashion Design on Sample Making
Submission period：17/7/2018-14/9/2018

Submission time：9:30am to 12:30pm, 

                           3pm to 5pm (Mon to Fri)

Submission venue：Cultural Affairs Bureau 

                           Building, Tap Siac Square,

             Macao Cultural Affairs    

                             Bureau—Department for 

                Promoting Cultural and

                         Creative Industries 

Organiser：Cultural Affairs Bureau of the

                 Macao SAR Government

Website：www.icm.gov.mo/en/CCI-Subsidy；

               www.macaucci.gov.mo/sps

Call for Entries─Manner Funny 
Clips Competition
Registration and submission period：

11/7/2018-20/9/2018

Qualification：Refer to the official website

Organiser：Manner

Website：game.weilamanner.com

2018 Present Future Film Festival─
Macao x Taiwan x Japan
Date：22/9/2018-23/9/2018

Time：2:30pm to 6:30pm

Venue：Macao Amateur Continuing Study   

            Centre-iCentre theatre, several 

            coffee shops in Macao

Free admission

Organiser：Macao Federation of Trade Unions, Macao 

                  Amateur Continuing Study Centre-iCentre, 

   Taiwan Future Film Development            

             Association, VIDEO PARTY KYOTO (Japan)

Website：www.facebook.com/presentfuturefilmfestival

The 2nd Shenzhen-Macao Creative 
W e e k — S h e n z h e n - M a c a o 
International Cultural Tourism 
Creative Product Design 
Competition

Application Deadline：15/9/2018

Application：pantene@share.com.mo

Organiser：Macao Shenzhen Economic and 

       Cultural Promotion Association,

   Macau Cultural Promotion 

                 Association

Enquiry: (853) 2871 8726; (853) 6215 0777

Travel Stories Told in Silence
Date：13/7/2018-19/8/2018

Time：12pm to 7pm (Closed on Tuesday)

Venue：Exhibition hall on the ground floor, 

           Rua do Volong, No.15, Macao

Free admission

Organiser：Ox Warehouse

Website：oxwarehouse.blogspot.com

Fashion Rejuvenation—Exhibition 
of Eco-Friendly and Functional 
Fashion
Date：30/6/2018-30/9/2018

Time：10am to 8pm (Closed on Monday) 

Venue：Macao Fashion Gallery 

           (Rua de S. Roque, No.47, Macao)

Organiser：Cultural Affairs Bureau of the 

   Macao SAR Government, 

                     Macao Productivity and Technology  

         Transfer Centre, Taiwan Textile 

                 Federation

Website：www.macaofashiongallery.com

Kaléidoscope

Date：14/9/2018-16/9/2018

Time：7:30pm (14-15/9); 2:30pm (16/9)

Venue：Small Auditorium, Macao Cultural Centre

Ticket：$180

Organiser：Hiu Kok Theatre

Website：www.facebook.com/hiukoktheatre

Macao International Mime Festival 2018

Date：23/8/2018-26/8/2018

Time：Check the schedule 

Venue：Black Box Theatre, Old Court  Building, 

           Macao

Ticket：$120

Organiser：Canu Theatre

Website：www.mimemacau.com

"JUST PLAY IT" Fashion Art Exhibition

Date：6/7/2018-10/9/2018

Time：11am to 6:30pm (Closed on Monday)

Venue：ARTCLOUD, No.1, Yanshan Road

    Shekou, Nanshan District, Shenzhen

Ticket：RMB45 (single), RMB80 (pair)

Organiser：ARTCLOUD

"Things in Summer" Pop-up Store

Date：13/7/2018-16/9/2018

Time：11am to 9pm

Venue：Huashan 1914 Creative Park (No.1,    

           Bade Road Sec.1, Zhong Zhen District, 

            Taipei)

Organiser：Huashan 1914 Creative Park

Website：www.huashan1914.com

Event
Calender
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　　There has been a huge increase in the number of local 

films in Macao in the last decade. However, as the local 

market is not enough to support the whole film industry, how 

should Macao film develop has always been a topic of 

concern.

　　As a local director, I have seen many works by my friends 

in Macao in recent years. It is heartening to see those short 

films, feature films and documentaries becoming popular in 

other parts of Asia and even at different film festivals around 

the world. But we’re all asking the same question, so what’s 

the next step for these filmmakers?

　　The production of films, especially feature films, can 

easily cost more than a million dollars. In an industry with such 

a high starting point, how should this group of new people in 

Macao go, and how to find appropriate funds, become the key 

to whether Macao films can connect with the world in the 

future.

　　When it comes to millions or even tens of millions of 

dollars of investment, whether in Macao or not, it is hard for 

new directors to get it. One reason is that the director himself 

does not have many works for reference, and the other is that 

when it comes to investment, a good story is not enough. Few 

people or companies are willing to try to invest in films in 

Macao. The film investment is already at high risk, and people 

have no confidence in the local films in Macao as they think 

that the filmmakers in Macao are still in the “raw” stage. So, 

in many times, looking for local companies to talk about film 

investment in Macao is fruitless. To change the current 

situation, I think local filmmakers and Macao enterprises 

can work together.

　　If investors are not confident in themselves, it is 

certainly the responsibility of the filmmaker to make others 

feel confident in the work itself, including the accumulation 

of experience and work. Except for the director, another 

character is also very important in this early part, that is, the 

role of producer. To find a producer who knows a lot about 

creation, finds the right investors as well as brings the work to 

different film exhibitions around the world, not to mention in 

Macao, it is hard to find all over the world. In Macao, it is very 

difficult to look for a producer only to help you find the right 

investment and handle some non-creative administrative 

procedures. People interested in the film industry always want 

to be the director. They feel that director is the soul of the 

whole movie, but they forget the movie is the creation of the 

team. Without the proper person to do the appropriate things, 

the film will not succeed. How to own a dream team is the 

direction that the new generation of filmmakers are striving 

for.

　　In addition to the filmmakers, local companies can be 

more supportive of local film development. Due to its cultural 

characteristics, Macao attracts foreign films to shoot in here 

every year. We could easily see that every time, any movies 

involved Hong Kong or the mainland movie star will be 

supported a lot by local companies or hotels, hotel rooms or 

venue sponsor is secured. Unfortunately, when local 

producers knock on doors, they are often turned away. We 

know, of course, that when it comes to business, investment 

is about making a return. Movies with stars guarantee box 

offices, so it ensures that the products sponsored by 

enterprises can be seen by the audiences. However, don’t 

local businesses have social responsibility? In addition to 

making money, can local companies be a catalyst for the 

local film industry? There are many examples in foreign 

countries. Local enterprises will give priority to support local 

artistic creation. Although there is no relevant policy in Macao 

at the moment, I think it is worth discussing whether it is 

possible to refer to this model so as to enable enterprises 

contributing to Macao in addition to making money.

　　When it comes to connecting with the world, it is more 

straightforward to find investment and distribution channels 

outside Macao than to find a way out here. For the 

filmmakers who just started in Macao, it is hard to contact. 

Macao has also organised many investment and trade fairs in 

recent years to attract foreign investors or producers to see 

its film projects. But how to ensure that so few projects could 

attract quality investors? For the time being, it is a tough 

question. On the other hand, the filmmakers of Macao can 

also try their hand at other large-scale investment and 

trade fairs around the world. But competing with the best 

filmmakers around the world, whether Macao people can 

stand out from the crowd is another question.
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Lo Che Ying

Lo is  an exper ienced 
anime producer and 
began independent anime 
creation in 1977. His works 
won the first prize at the 
Hong Kong Independent 
Short Film Festival for 
four consecutive times 
and he was promoted as 
panel　member. In the 
next year, he joined the 
Radio Television Hong 
Kong to work as cartoon 
producer until 1993. Over 
recent years, he spent 
efforts on promotion of 
the anime industry in 
Hong Kong and planning 
of anime exhibitions. 
Recently, he worked as 
the curator of the 50 
Years of Hong Kong and 
Taiwanese Animation. 
He currently worked as 
Secretary General of the 
Hong Kong Animation 
and Culture Association.

Movie director, her 
documentary I’m Here 
won the Jury Award at the 
2012 Macao International 
Film and Video Festival and 
was subsequently invited to 
various festivals in Asia and 
Europe. Choi received her 
MFA degree in Cinema 
Production from the Hong 
Kong Academy for 
Performing Arts. Her 
graduation film Sometimes 
Naive was short-listed in 
the 2013 Hong Kong Asian 
Film Festival. The Farming 
on the Wasteland won the 
The Jury’s Commendation 
Award of the 2014 Macao 
International Film and Video 
Festival. Her latest production 
Sisterhood was selected in 
the competition section at the 
1st International Film Festival 
& Awards‧Macao and won 
the Macao Audience Choice 
Award at the festival. In 
addition, Sisterhood got two 
nominations at the 36th 
Hong Kong Film Awards. 

Tracy Choi

Sometimes 
Naive

The Farming
on the Wasteland

Sisterhood

Sisterhood

The retrospective exhibition of Takahata Isao
　　Japan’s most iconic animation company, “Studio Ghibli”, 

was founded by animation directors Miyazaki Hayao and 

Takahata Isao. Over the past 30 years, it has produced many 

excellent works. Takahata Isao may be less famous than 

Miyazaki Hayao. But in fact, each of them has their own 

merits. What’s more, they are closely related and are the 

spiritual pillar of creation for each other.

　　Takahata Isao died of illness in April at the age of 82. His 

sudden death shocked the animation world. Just as the Hong 

Kong International Film Festival was preparing for its June and 

July fan shows, it decided to plan a retrospective exhibition 

of Takahata Isao’s works. As a result, the show, called 

“Remembering Isao Takahata”, was held smoothly from the 

end of June to the beginning of July. In addition to showing 

five feature films made by Takahata Isao in Ghibli, there was 

also a lecture, which was conducted by me and Sadao 

Tsukioka, an animation predecessor who made a special trip 

from Japan.

　　Sadao Tsukioka was in the same period with Takahata 

Isao. Both joined Toei Animation in the 50s and have 

cooperated to produce In Search of Mother and other features. 

In addition, they were the directors of Toei Animation’s first TV 

cartoon series Wolf Boy Ken. It is fitting for Sadao Tsukioka to 

tell the story of the young Takahata Isao. Besides, as a 

professional animator, he comments on the pros and cons of 

Miyazaki Hayao and Takahata Isao’s works and their 

complicated relationship. Sadao Tsukioka pointed out that the 

biggest difference between them was that Takahata Isao’s 

works were realistic. The animated world is also presented 

from the perspective of realism, so that the audience can 

more identify with the theme. On the contrary, Miyazaki 

Hayao’s works tend to be fanciful, which can give greater play 

to the performance of animation, and the audience could have 

a great space for imagination. However, the interesting thing 

is that Takahata Isao’s last work The Tale of the Princess 

Kaguya, which is based on Japanese classical literature, is the 

most imaginative of his works. The Wind Rises, Miyazaki’s 

work of the same year became the most realistic work he had 

ever made. These two works also reflect that the two veteran 

animators are willing to make changes. 

　　In my lecture, I mainly introduced Takahata Isao’s creation 

experience in the independent company after Toei Animation 

while before Ghibli. That includes  Panda! Go Panda! 

cooperated with Miyazaki Hayao, the Jarinko Chie based on 

comic book, as well as the Gauche the Cellist adapted from 

Kenji Miyazawa. These are all excellent animations, and the 

diverse techniques of Takahata Isao are not inferior to later 

Ghibli’s works in terms of materials and artistic expression. 

Unfortunately, in the lecture, I can only show some clips for 

audiences to experience. In addition, several works that are 

believed to be the most familiar to Hong Kong and Macao 

audiences are also mentioned in the lecture. They are the TV 

series produced in the 70s, including Heidi, Girl of the Alps, 

3000 Leagues in Search of Mother and Anne of Green Gables. 

These TV films are all very high-quality animation, and their 

editing and animation techniques are simple and effective. 

With numerous awards, people are never tired of them.

　　Takahata Isao’s works are mainly adapted. He is good at 

using animation language and selects some works that he 

thinks are meaningful. With the appropriate art style, the 

production is made into a pleasant animation. It is his 

characteristic to produce fine goods slowly, so the quantity of 

this work is not much, but it’s all good work. Pom Poko brings 

him the highest honour of the Annecy International Animated 

Film Festival! I really don’t know if I wasn’t told that the last 

work Takahata Isao participated in is The Red Turtle produced 

by Ghibli and a French animation company, in which he served 

as an art director. Though not much involved, the support for 

the French animation director, and even the insistence on 

promoting good works, was in fact the style of Takahata 

Isao.

　　If you want to know a director, to see his works is 

important. After that, to read the related comments and 

information, you will naturally get something. Take Takahata 

Isao as an example, his works can be seen again and again. 

People who like animation must not miss it. I hope that there 

will be an opportunity to show all the works of Takahata Isao 

in the future.

　　Finally, I would like to introduce that this retrospective 

exhibition of Takahata Isao  is held in the newly opened “Tai 

Kwun”. This huge architecture are originally a police station 

and a prison, which is a British-style building of the last 

century. With funding from the Hong Kong Jockey Club, it has 

been revitalised and transformed into a large arts and cultural 

centre in Central. There are all kinds of facilities and activities 

in the centre, which is very special. People from Macao can 

also come and visit when available.
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Sisterhood

In Search of Mother

Wolf Boy Ken

The Tale of the Princess

Kaguya

The Wind Rises,

Panda!  Go Panda!

Jarinko Chie

Gauche the Cellist

Heidi, Girl of the Alps, 

3000 Leagues in Search of Mother Anne of Green Gables.

Pom Poko

The Red Turtle



　　To be honest, the decision to visit New Orleans alone, the 

“crime city” and “haunted capital”, has worried me. However, 

it is also the holy land of American literature and “the 

birthplace of jazz”. Its mixed colonial history, romantic house, 

carnival fever, bohemian drinking habit, top grade music 

performance, the mystery of voodoo world, the specialties as 

delicious as a crime and all the hodgepodge elements make the 

New Orleans get the nickname of “The Big Easy” and become 

a magic playground for adults. With a casual turn in the famous 

local French quarter, people will accidentally come across the 

beauty and darkness.

　　Tennessee Williams once said: “If I have a home, it will be 

definitely located in the French quarter. It provides me with 

more materials than any other place in this country.”  And in 

here, he wrote down the frightening famous play A Streetcar 

Named Desire. The Nobel Prize for Literature winner William 

Faulkner, who devoted himself to writing the uproar of the 

south, also created the novels Soldier’s Pay and Mosquitoes.

　　Just like the Mississippi River, the history of blood and 

tears in New Orleans makes its art creation full of description 

about all kinds of natural and man-made destruction of body 

and mind. Black slave trade, racial discrimination, Ku Klux Klan, 

lynching, burning of the church, hurricane, river flooding, all 

these deeply affect the writing trend of local writers.

　　Ghost story master Koizumi Yakumo, published the novel 

Chita on the background of the hurricane hitting the “Last 

Land” of New Orleans in 1856. He constantly resonated with 

this novel even after he moved to Japan which is also plagued 

by natural disasters. Kate Chopin’s The Awakening used the 

powerful hurricane-devastated island of glen, south of New 

Orleans, to highlight the struggles of women.

　　In addition to natural disasters, New Orleans is quite famous 

for the man-made disasters. As the representative of distribution 

centre for the slave trade and southern plantation culture, New 

Orleans has spawned “ghost stories” as many as stars in the 

sky. Beside “ghost stories and guided tours of old buildings”, 

popular literature has further developed the local dark 

materials. American vampire novel godmother Anne Rice 

created the best-selling The Vampire Chronicles series 

based in New Orleans; American drama Dracula, The 

Vampire Diaries, The Origins, etc. were successively shot 

here, which attracts numerous tourists who are willing to 

spend money; The Frankenstein written by science fiction 

writer Dean Koontz directly put the confrontation between 

good and evil from the 19th century European mountain city 

to the 21st century American New Orleans.

　　Just like the editor of 

 said: “Fire, flood, plague, war and changing 

dynasties. We were still here, and still want to tell stories to 

this world.” New Orleans has set an example, proving that 

pain is often the most fertile ground for art, just as the pain 

for black people has spawned the blues. What’s more, New 

Orleans strutted its way out of a path of prosperity where 

darkness and pain did not necessarily lead to grief, looking 

straight into disaster and suffering, without diminishing 

people’s commitment to freedom and happiness. Street 

poets, musicians, acrobatic performers, painters, magicians, 

etc., the artists in New Orleans tell all the secrets of the city 

with fearless and cheerful attitude. Old and new crisscross 

scars show its toughness and charm. The jazz in New 

Orleans is the same. Breaking through from a wide range of 

pop songs, hymns, military music, acrobatics songs, blues 

and ragtime, the masterpieces of freedom are created. New 

Orleans is never afraid of breaking the beautiful things.

　　New Orleans is 300 years old in 2018. Macao, in 

contrast, has a much longer history. It constantly considers 

itself as “a place with happiness”, “lotus treasure”, claiming 

that it is calm, peaceful and impenetrable. But if you look 

back the history, disaster, disease, war, plundering, 

pornography all once left scars in Macao. Most of the time, 

we choose to forget. I am looking forward to one day when 

the artists in Macao could no longer be confined to the curse 

of “cultural harmony between China and the West”. Without 

reserve, without concern, they could present the best and 

the worst of the city in their hearts.
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New Orleans: from the high purity of darkness, 
extract the power of magic

边

　　For people familiar with financial investments, 

“speculation” should not be a particularly unfamiliar term. 

It is a future-oriented prediction that takes profits from 

volatile markets. The word has a meaning of “view” at the root 

of the Latin word, but unlike the common sense, it concerns 

much about the future; in fact, how we look at the future often 

influences the direction of our future development. Because of 

such a future orientation, “speculation” seems to have grown 

more alive in the humanities and social fields in recent years.

　　My first encounter with the term “speculation” was in 

studying the characteristics and values of small cultural 

institutions in the United States. The American art historian 

David Joselit wrote an article In Praise of Small in 2016, which 

talks about that as small art institution has a relatively free 

operation, it would have more possibility to “speculate” in the 

future. Through experimental activities and works, it could 

develop a new way of system operation. I have written in this 

year's April issue to introduce the New York Bruce High Quality 

Foundation University. Its experimental education method 

shows the new possibility of future teaching, which is the 

example of the practice through “speculation”.

　　Recently, I came across this concept again, which was put 

together with design. A new design category was proposed by 

British designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, which is 

called “speculative design”. They try to promote a new design 

concept that reflects the imagined future through design, no 

matter in a new product or an ideal social form. This kind of 

design often proposed “try to imagine…” first. Then through 

the way of film and virtual narration, let the audience to 

anticipate future. Dunne and Raby now teach courses at 

Parsons School of Design at The New School. This course was 

specially taught by them and the related books were 

published. 

　　I’m really interested in this practice of “speculation” after 

I watched a documentary called O Horizon. It is a  newly 

commissioned work at the New York Rubin Museum of Art and 

a unit of the exhibition “disappearing future”. This film was 

produced by The Otolith Group in London. This group has 

become famous in the field of contemporary art in recent 

years. It combines sound image and historical archives for 

research-based creation and discusses various social issues. 

O Horizo  has recorded the Visva Bharati University in west 

Bengal, founded by the leading Indian literary figure Tagore. 

Tagore founded the school in 1912 in a village far from the 

centre of the city, where he practised a teaching approach 

different from the west to returning to native culture and the 

natural environment. Under the Otolith group’s lens and clip, 

teachers and students sit around under the tree and debate. 

The Indian music, dance, paintings and sculptures inherited in 

the classroom, all of which demonstrate the possibility of 

integrating the eastern world view in the contemporary 

education.

　　But just as the exhibition’s introduction explains, the show 

is trying to “speculate” the future. If you look up the school on 

the Internet, and Tagore’s futuristic education philosophy, we 

don’t seem to see any evidence of their importance in Indian 

society today. The creation of the Otolith group is a bit like a 

gold found in the sand sea of history, giving Tagore’s ideas of 

a hundred years ago a glimpse of the contemporary spirit. In 

fact, this film does not reflect the true picture of India’s 

contemporary education, but it is enough to let people “see” 

the alternative possibilities of education in the future. In my 

opinion, it is a kind of “future-oriented” creation.

　　I don’t know if “speculative design” is a bit like the 

concept of old bottle of new wine. After all, the practice of 

conceiving the future in creation is everywhere. However, as a 

method, “speculation” really emphasises the ability of 

creators and practitioners of culture and art to “see” the 

future and encourage people to move towards that future 

society.

Picture: The Otolith Group used collage works to run through the past, 
present and future of education in India, the exhibition site of “disappearing future”; shot by the author.
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　　Early days, ten Hong Kong “writers” have teamed up with 

a household cleanser brand to launch a marketing campaign 

for “detergent literature”. Writers create literary works of less 

than 55 words each, printed on product packaging. The packaging 

in this series has generated a lot of buzz in the city. But it is 

something the brand doesn’t want to hear. Hong Kong literature 

lovers have laughed off the plan, saying that most of the 

selected writers are not literary. It has been said that the target 

creative market for these ten writers are young people, but the 

young people pay little attention to the brand’s promotion 

strategy, saying that it is their mother to buy the detergent and 

has nothing to do with them. 

　　When it comes to literature and the packaging of goods, 

last year the Japanese technology company NEC introduced a 

coffee literature. The selling point is “drinkable literature”, 

which also created a buzz. NEC selected six classic literatures, 

including Tōson Shimazaki’s Collection of Young Herbs, Dazai 

Osamu’s No Longer Human, Natsume Sōseki’s I Am a Cat, 

Kokoro and Sanshirō, Mori Ogai's The Dancing Girl and made 

unique coffee beans for each work. The packaging of the 

unique coffee beans for each work was printed with the title 

and the author’s name on it. And of course, it was not the end.

　　Through an artificial intelligence system NEC the WISE 

developed by the company, NEC collected 10,000 impressions 

of reading for each work and ananlysed readers’ different 

feelings when reading them. For example, when reading I Am a 

Cat, it feels like it was finished at one go without interruption. 

And the leading cat often speaks sarcastically, full of humor, 

but still reveals the bitter feelings towards the world. And the 

No Longer Human is known as the pain of the book. The 

thought after reading rises and falls, and cannot let go of for 

a long time.

　　Bitter, sweet, aftertaste, clarity and enjoyment, NEC 

found the corresponding feeling of reading for the five kinds of 

coffee beans. The bitterness of the story is bitter, the 

memory of youth is sweet, the thought of life is aftertaste, 

the consistent feeling is clarity and the pleasure of reading is 

enjoyment. NEC the WISE made readers’ feelings into a chart. 

NEC handed it to the coffee merchant Yanaka, asked them 

to mix the appropriate beans according to the chart and bake 

in different ways to get the right flavours. When people 

drinking coffee, they will have the similar feeling with the 

literature, which is the core concept of “drinkable literature”.

　　How well the coffee beans were selling is not what NEC 

care. This plan aims to promote the NEC the WISE and makes 

people know how does this series digitise the complex and 

abstract feelings of the public and turn them into concrete 

charts, even products.

　　In Japan, as in Hong Kong, literature is increasingly out of 

touch with everyday life. Fewer and fewer people are reading, 

which is a daily dilemma for Japanese publishers and bookstores. 

Because literature seems to be getting less and less noticed, I 

am always amazed to see the works of poets and writers in 

advertisements once in a while. Mitsuyo Kakuta and Shuichi 

Yoshida once cooperated to write serial novels for Tiffany on 

the Morning Sun Newspaper; the shopping mall LUMINE used 

five poems by the young poet Tahi Saihate as the concept of the 

mall’s Christmas decorations. The most frequently selected work 

by advertisers was the work of the poet Shuntaro Tanikawa. In 

2006, Kubota, a machinery company, used his creation Our Star 

as advertising copy.

Our Star—Shuntaro Tanikawa

The star step by barefoot
The soil star

The fragrant star when night comes
The flower star

The star with ocean made by a drop
The water star

The star sent by the strawberry along the roadside
The delicious star

The singing star from a far
The wind star

The star says the same joy and sorrow in every word
The love star

The star with all lives eventually coexist
The hometown star

The only one in the infinite stars
Our star

　　Shuntaro Tanikawa likens the small splendour of life to a 

star, and then, from close to far, draws his eyes to the earth 

where we live. In the advertisement, the poem is imprinted on 

the photos of the terrace at sunset, which is so beautiful. There 

are small notes under the picture: “I hope that the beautiful 

radiance of this star will leave to future generations. I hope that 

the joy of living on this planet will be shared by all people.” 

Through a poem with profound artistic conception, this 

advertisement deeply imprinted Kubota’s image in the 

audiences’ mind.

　　No matter the “drinkable l iterature” or other 

advertisements, literature and poetry will cover on the 

merchandises just like the mist. It is only when the reader moves 

it slowly away that the actual landscape becomes more 

profound. The marketing plan of household cleanser cannot 

move people’s heart in the end. Perhaps the works of those ten 

writers lack the power of literature.

　　From Beijing to Shanghai, when getting off the plane, 

I knew that I was in Shanghai. Beside the carousel, the 

luggage carts have already been there, which saves the 

trouble for travellers. This is Shanghai. Shanghai is a city 

with details. People in Shanghai are always criticised for 

being fake. That’s a bit derogatory and kind of hypocritical. 

But being fake also needs energy and emotion. At least it 

is better than carelessness. 

　　Shanghai is a city where I have lived for more than 

ten years. Every time I come back, I feel that the city 

becomes more beautiful. In the 1930s, Shanghai was the 

most prosperous capital in the Far East. With solid 

foundation, even went through the difficult times, this 

city could easily have a gorgeous turnaround. It seems 

as if the old blocks and houses do some repairing, the 

good old times may come back.

　　My friend said, how about going for a walk on Yuyuan 

Road? The Yuyuan Road in early summer has a beautiful 

green view of the sycamore trees along the street. More 

than a hundred historical monuments are hidden in the 

alleys of the road. As the road is not wide, there are not 

many cars on the road. Quite a few people ride bikes at a 

leisurely pace, instead of walking, which is the best speed 

for Dang Ma Lu. In the Shanghai dialect, Dang Ma Lu 

means hanging out. It sounds like boat drifting with a 

lower speed. Slowing down could accommodate more 

scenery.

　　Due to its proximity to the old French concession, in 

1930s, many rich businessmen and famous people have 

built garden houses and new style alleys on Yuyuan Road, 

which was sort of a high-class location at that time. This 

small road, which is not wide but about three kilometres 

long, also has its merits. For tourists, though, Yuyuan 

Road is no more famous than Nanjing West Road or 

Huaihai Road, for Shanghai people, this road is so 

interesting. The most famous amusement ballroom in old 

Shanghai, the garden house that traitor Wang Jingwei has 

lived, the Changde apartment that Zhang Ailing has lived 

as well as the St. Mary’s Hall where she has education 

were all along this road. Singapore’s investment in the 

shopping mall project, leave the school and church of St. 

Mary’s Hall, surrounded by a group of modern buildings, 

at the centre of the square. Seeing the old and new 

buildings living in harmony, I think it also embodies the 

high level of acceptance of Shanghai.

　　Lately, the Yuyuan Road, near the Jiangsu sec t io n , 

has also been transformed. A group of designers 

worked with local government to try to improve the lives 

of local people by design. They even replaced the 

garbage cans on this section of the road. The design is 

simple but not ugly. It uses colour as the sign of 

garbage classification. Even the space for parking and 

sharing bicycles is redesigned, which is funnier. There 

are a lot of stools in the street, which make people tired 

to wander around having a place to rest. Exquisite 

cafés have sprung up along the road, and new creative 

parks have attracted more fashionable people to 

embrace the future without forgetting the past. The 

famous historical wall on the Yuyuan Road shows the 

famous deeds of famous people who had ever lived in 

Yuyuan Road, which makes the fashions of Yuyuan 

Road have more confidence. 

　　My friends knew that I love old buildings. This busy 

city always tries to keep the old buildings and give them 

new functions and meaning after transformation. During 

my stay in Shanghai, the Columbia Circle was just 

opened. This group of buildings is located on Yanan 

West Road, not far from Yuyuan Road. The industrial 

park was previously the Shanghai Institute of Biological 

Products Co. Ltd. (Siobp in short). This park retained 

the old houses and industrial buildings in the early years 

of 19th century to the 80s. One of the garden houses is 

the former residence of Sun Yat-sen’s son Sun Fo.

　　One of the most eye-catching old buildings in the 

park was the Colombian village club a hundred years 

ago with the Spanish Mediterranean style, which was a 

leisure and recreation place for foreigners living in 

Shanghai at that time. The building also retained a 

swimming pool with gorgeous Mosaic murals. Many 

people are sitting at the edge of the pool enjoying 

brunch. It becomes the most popular celebrity hotspot 

in the park. The old houses in the building, including the 

villa where Sun Fo once lived and the buildings for 

industrial use, have been transformed. The team in 

charge, Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), led 

by Koolhaas, kept the old trees in the park and carefully 

tended the space that had been abandoned for years. 

They also designed several beautiful old houses, which 

attracted many fashionable cafés and restaurants in 

Shanghai to station in. Even a small bookstore with 

design style came and added more cultural atmosphere 

for the space.

New look of ShanghaiLiterature and publicity
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　　The cultural policy of a place is influenced by the 

cultural imagination of its policymakers and local artists. 

But “imagination” is an open window from which everyone 

can see a different view. Take Macao as an example. 

Nowadays, many world-class hotel and casinos are 

operated in Macao. As cultural workers in the drama 

category, should they aim to create large-scale entertainment 

performances? In the perspective of market development, 

such a view is certainly worthy of attention of practitioners 

and investors. In the previous article, I have proposed the 

concept of “cultural outlook” and “the history of culture”, 

which will affect our imagination of our own culture. For 

producers or official organisations who are eager to 

industrialise their local performing arts, after seeing 

many large musicals shining in downtown areas such as 

Broadway, West End from the window of “cultural outlook”, 

which creates a contemporary legend, while attracting many 

tourists, it is natural to think that Macao, as a world tourism 

and leisure centre, should bring more entertainment 

programmes to tourists (whether it is the creation in Macao by 

foreign theatrical troupe or the performance of a nearby area). 

It is much better to have a local performing team, which can 

fully highlight the cultural strength of local art groups.

　　As a resident writer in Macao, I was inevitably asked many 

times by my friends in the hotel and cultural industry about the 

possibility of performing a large stage play for tourists in 

Macao. In small talk, I can’t explain in two or three words the 

development path of performance art that I think is different 

from this. If you try to see it from the window of “the history 

of culture”, you will see that the local theatre creation has 

never been affected by the trend of marketisation (the box 

office is not the main source of production funding). Many 

local creations target the community (including friends and 

family) as the audiences. After years of development, a 

creative mode with personal expression as the main 

aesthetic content has emerged. As to achieve an industrial 

goal, packaging the creation in our usual mode into a 

long-term performance in a tourist place is certainly like a 

record company that has put the great songwriters and 

lyricists behind the scenes, out on the market as icons who 

can sing and dance. In the end, they were ignored by the 

market and questioned whether they had the strength to 

pursue a music career.

　　To admit the lack of market-oriented in local creative 

thinking, and then jump out of the impact of this thinking 

limitation and create more works that maximise creativity is a 

development belief that I have gained from observation. Of 

course, it is more important to continue in-depth practical 

exploration and summary, to break the inherent concepts into 

the next stage of exploration.

　　The third source of imagination is the courage to “find 

new ways”. Once we are trapped by our limited imagination in 

an inherent success model, it will be difficult to find a suitable 

pace for our development. What limits our imagination is 

sometimes the very first imagination. Although full-time 

troupe, performing company and profitable industrial creation 

are not unrealistic to imagine, looking back at the boom in 

tourism over the past decade, Macao has not developed a 

stage show that can operate solely on the box office. Our 

development path still needs to seek more possibilities, 

instead of just relying on industrialisation as the target.

　　At the same time, I think it is time for a more imaginative 

dialogue between local artists and their cultural counterparts 

on the definition of the term “development of performing 

arts”.

　　What are performing arts? Is it the creation published on 

the art festival platform every year, the experimental work in 

the small theatre, or the project funded by the cultural and 

creative institute?

　　What is development? Make the industrialisation of 

performance projects self-sufficient? More opportunities for 

works to be exhibited in Chinese or overseas areas? Better 

local employment environment for local artists?

　　After understanding these concepts, maybe we can no 

longer let Macao perform the same as Las Vegas. We should 

make Macao become a place where young artists love to 

reside. What we need more is not a large stage in 

entertainment field, but more spaces to accommodate 

our imaginations.


